
 
 
 
Part of your Dominican experience will be actively participating in a service project.  One of the 
best ways to learn about the world is to actually immerse yourself in it and get to know other 
people in that part of the world. 
  
A simple way to explain the service project...We spend half a day working along side people in a 
garbage dump, helping them collect plastics to sell to refineries. 
 
What the experience really is and why we do it…well, let us shift that into what it is, and what 
it is not. 
 
What it is: an introduction to the very complicated WORLDWIDE issues of statelessness 
(estimated 12 million worldwide, *US State Dept), institutional poverty (1 in 10 persons 
worldwide live on less than US$1.90 per day, *World Bank) and contemporary slavery 
(estimated 36 million people worldwide, *BBC). We put faces to those statistics. This is a 
learning opportunity masquerading itself as a “service project”. This is not really a service 
project, but it is service. The true service we are providing with our visit in the dump is providing 
a space for dignity and solidarity of the impoverished, marginalized, disenfranchised, stateless 
population that tends to comprise those who work in a dump in the Dominican Republic, as well 
as setting the stage for our passengers to serve as advocates for these people in the future. 
 
What it is not: it is not handing out food or money or a situation where we are painting 
classrooms or building homes. We are not “helping” anybody in the dump with our half day visit 
looking for plastic bottles and cardboard to sell to private recycling companies. Our help is the 
three things I name above: dignity, solidarity, advocacy. They are, in fact, helping us understand 
this stuff. 
 
Below are some videos you can check out of previous teams being part of this service project. 
This part of the tour may just be the most impactful part of your entire experience! 
 
https://youtu.be/FNyqwyK3vmA 
https://youtu.be/Va2iCGWIypg 
https://youtu.be/zIvBtaNeBJM 
https://youtu.be/Dqt_b75CQv0 
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